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the cmb wrested and maintained control of lafayette gardens
through acts of violence that included near-daily gun battles

with rival organizations and numerous murders. in 1998, hardy
ordered a junior gang member to shoot and kill michael colon

because hardy believed that colon had disrespected and
humiliated him at a roller skating rink. in 1999, while hardy was

incarcerated, his brother myron hardy was shot and killed in
lafayette gardens. hardy and other cmb members believed that

a rival drug dealer named ivery peanut davis and other
members of daviss drug organization were responsible for the
murder. immediately after myron hardy was shot, while he still
lay wounded in the hospital, damion hardy, from prison, began

directing his gang members to exact revenge. hardy ordered the
cmb to murder darryl baum, james hamilton, tyrone baum, and
ivery davis, all four of whom were ultimately murdered by cmb

members. daviss killing also resulted in the death of an innocent
bystander, johan camitz. from 1991 until august 2004, hardy

was the leader of a criminal enterprise known as the cash
money brothers (cmb), based in the lafayette gardens houses in
brooklyn, new york (lafayette gardens). granton was a member

of cmb and one of its top enforcers. from the time the crack-
cocaine epidemic began in the late 1980s, lafayette gardens
was a central and lucrative hub for the distribution of cocaine
base. at that time, the young men who would later form cmb
acted as low-level street dealers under the direction of the
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senior drug dealers who controlled lafayette gardens. in or
around 1991, after cmb was formed under the leadership of the
defendant hardy and his brother, myron hardy, also known as
wise, the cmb ousted the senior dealers and seized control of

the lafayette gardens crack trade for themselves.
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In the early 2000s, the CMB and the rival gang the Supreme
Team were engaged in a violent struggle for control of the crack

trade. From 2001 to 2004, the CMB controlled Lafayette
Gardens, a compact neighborhood of approximately ten houses,
each occupied by an individual gang. The CMB members ran the

neighborhoods primarily through violence, intimidation, and
official corruption. As part of this corruption, drug dealers who
did not pay the CMB tribute were murdered or robbed; drug
dealers who fell out of favor with the CMB were assaulted,
incarcerated, or murdered. In December 2004, as part of a

conspiracy between the CMB and the United States Attorney
Office for the Eastern District of New York, Granton pleaded

guilty to a racketeering conspiracy and drug possession charges
and cooperated with the government in the prosecution of other
gang members. The conspirators helped authorities seize nearly

four kilograms of crack cocaine and arrest dozens of CMB
members. In exchange for his assistance, Granton was promised
a sentence of 63 to 78 months imprisonment and a discretionary

reduction in sentence. Granton's sentence was based on U.S.
Sentencing Guidelines (Guidelines) section 2E1.1, which governs

the calculation of the base offense level in drug trafficking
cases. The Guideline provides that the base offense level for
drug traffickers ranges from 26 (at the low end) to 30 (at the
high end). In choosing the high end of that range, the district

court found that the offense involved more than 1.5 kilograms of
crack cocaine, which meant that the offense level was set at 30.
With a three-level reduction for acceptance of responsibility, the

final offense level was 27. That combined with the criminal
history category of II, which was based on eight criminal history

points stemming from previous convictions, resulted in a
Guideline sentencing range of 70 to 87 months. Granton was

sentenced to 78 months in prison. 5ec8ef588b
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